
Directorate-General European Parliamentary Research Service
Directorate B - Library

QUESTIONS RECEIVED UNTIL 26 APRIL 2016

Subject: Open call for tenders for Serials, news-stand publications, databases and other
electronic resource subscription services (print and online) for the European
Parliament, 3 lots

Ref.: TED Contract notice: 2016/S 061-102558 published in OJ/S-061
Invitation to Tender EPRS/LIBS/SER/16/002

Dear Madam, Dear Sir,

Following the publication of the contract Notice 102558 in the Official Journal of the European Union
2016/S 061 on 26 March 2016, the following question has been received.

Question 1:

Could you please state the total number of FTE (potential users) of the European Parliament (in
Brussels, Luxemburg and Strasburg)?

Answer:

Unlike academic institutions, the total number of staff and Members of the European Parliament does
not reflect the potential and effective number of users accessing the information sources the Library
subscribes to. Therefore we base the calculation of FTE on the number of active profiles in the Library
Management System as a measure. There are 940 active users, so a number of 1.000 FTE seems
correct.

Apart from the European Parliament three seats, Brussels, Luxemburg and Strasburg, there are a
number of Information Offices in different countries. For certain subscriptions remote access from
outside work premises may be requested as mentioned in the specification.

Question 2:

With regards to 8. Prices:

1) It is a correct understanding that no individual title price quotations must be submitted for the
titles listed in Annex XI a, b or c?

2) The financial bid will only consist of the completed Annex X ‘Financial bid’ per lot we would
bid for?
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Answer:

1) Yes, that is correct.
2) Yes, that is correct.

Question 3:

With regards to 14.3. Technical and professional capacity

Point d: as we have commercial relations with tens of thousands of publishers and content providers
from all over the world this would be a gigantic list to produce/print out in full. May we e.g. instead
refer to our online catalogue were these publishers/content providers are included? We would provide
you a test access in that case. Thanks for stating how to best proceed with this.

Answer:

The list provided does not have to be exhaustive.

Question 4:

With regards to 15.2. 1. Pricing formula:

‘The pricing formula must be applied to the Publisher’s List Price expressed in Euro. The pricing
formula shall not include charges for delivery, labelling etc., which shall be listed in part 2 of the
financial bid’ :

For direct delivery services the delivery cost is always an inseparable part of publisher list price
(PLP). However it can be that a publisher mentions the delivery cost separately or applies different
PLP’s depending on where to ship the issues to. This means that, where applicable, specific or
separately mentioned delivery costs applied by publishers will be added in order to determine total
PLP. Please confirm that the standard and/or specific delivery costs applied by publishers for direct
delivery will by EP Library also always be considered full part of the PLP and thus must not be
mentioned separately on the financial bid form. Thanks for confirming.

Answer:

Confirmed.

Question 5:

With regards to 15.2.2. Price for consolidation services (for lot 1 only):

1) ‘Provide price expressed as ‘unit price’ per title subscribed and state the quantity of titles
marked for consolidation in Annex XIa that you will provide at the stated pricing’:
How do we need to understand the ‘unit price per title subscribed’? The cost for consolidation
is usually depending on the number of issues per subscribed title that need to be handled and
shipped (bundled or separately) to a specific location and on the required value-add handling
services (e.g. specific labelling etc.).
Unless mistaken, no specific value-add handling requirements seem to be described in detail
other than in the specifications cf.16.2.3 ‘-stamping and labelling of each issue (instructions
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will be provided)’. Could you please offer more details of what would be required.

2) Expressing a fixed ‘unit price per title’ that would need to be valid for all potential
consolidation titles –e.g. with different frequencies & delivery addresses- is not very common.
It would be more logical to express the price for consolidation services as a ‘unit price per
issue’ and not per title subscribed. Please advise how to deal with this.

3) Is it a correct understanding that the ‘unit price for consolidation’ is an additional fee that
comes on top of the under 1. For all lots expressed ‘Publisher List Price @.....%’?

4) Also, would the same delivery timelines (see 16.2.4) be valid for consolidation delivery seen
the fact that this service tends to delay delivery in practice?

5) What would be the requested shipment frequency for bulk consolidation delivery?

6) It is stated that there could be shipments required to Brussels and/or Luxemburg addresses of
EP. Could you please indicate the total number of (different) addresses that could be
concerned for consolidation delivery?

7) Can we mention a ‘cost calculation formula’ for the actual shipping/freight costs for
consolidation delivery separately under 2. ‘other fees/costs’? That would mean that the freight
cost part would not be included in the stated ‘unit price’ for consolidation but would be
calculated (and charged) separately based upon this submitted freight ‘cost calculation
formula’. Thanks for confirming if we can apply this.

Answer:

1) We require a single price applicable to all titles in the consolidated service.
As mentioned in point 16.2.3, only stamping and labelling are to be included in the price of the
service.

2) We require a single price applicable to all titles in the consolidated service. Please note that, as
stated in point 16.2.3: "As a preference, the EP Library wishes that print subscriptions with a
publication frequency of less than 30 issues per year, are to be delivered in bulk."
The titles that might be concerned by the consolidation service are indicated in Annex XIa.

3) Yes, that is correct.

4) Yes.

5) Shipment frequency can be proposed by the supplier; standard frequency for a library like ours
is once a week.

6) The Library has one shipment address in Brussels and one in Luxembourg.

7) Any fees/costs linked to consolidated deliveries, shall be provided as part of the annual unit
price per title subscribed.

Question 6:

With regards to 16.2.1. Coverage of the services and 16.2.3 service delivery:
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1) Q.5 & Q. 14.: should we include a title list based on annex XIa with an extra column as to
indicate the titles we can deliver in direct and/or consolidated delivery?

2) With regards to the information provided in Annex XIa: What does the ‘publication info’
column stand for? The publisher and start date of first publication or other?
E.g. Title: ‘European security’; Publication info: ‘London Frank Cass 1992-‘, ISSN: ‘0966-
2839’; Physical form: ‘Online only via IP recognition’; Delivery: ‘direct’
After checking it seems that for many titles requested in format ‘Online only via IP
recognition’ the stated ISSN numbers correspond to the Print format not to the e-only. In
above case the eISSN is: 1746-1545.
Is this correct?

Answer:

1) Yes.

2) The publication info in Annex XI contains the publisher and the start date of the publication.
The information in ISSN column may refer to other format of the same journal that the format
mentioned in "Physical form". In such case you should take into consideration the format
which is indicated in column "Physical form".

Question 7:

With regards to 16.2.8 Invoicing:

‘Terms unilaterally included in invoices by the contractor….applied by the publisher to the contractor’
: Could you please elaborate and/or give an example as it is not fully clear what is meant by this.
As a subscription agent we are always bound to fully comply to the policies of publishers and content
providers. These could be on e.g. renewal mechanism (e.g. ‘standing order’ principle), cancellation
policy etc.
Thanks for clarifying this requirement in more detail.

Answer:

Conditions of the service shall be agreed at the moment of ordering.  Only EP invoicing conditions
shall apply.

Question 8:

With regards to 16.4.1: Special conditions of service:

May we understand that these-where relevant- will always be agreed upfront (i.e. before the order is
being placed) by EP Library directly with the concerned content provider?
As subscription agent we are of course not in a position to make a specific number of training sessions
mandatory by the database provider if this is not part of the latter’s standard training offering
(included in the subscription fee) and when this was not agreed beforehand between EP and the
database provider. Please explain how we should understand this.

Answer:
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Special conditions of service will be agreed before the order is placed, in agreement between by the
EP Library, database provider and the contractor.

Question 9:

With regards to Annex IX staff profiles:

Page on ‘Project/assignment’: should we include the current and eventual previous employment
description of the staff member relevant to the required services. In other words: not necessary to
include all past employment or experience potentially outside of the Information management industry
or irrelevant to the required services?

Answer:

Please include all past employment.


